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dictionary USE IN
I1

ESL COURSES
by dr kenneth croft

A foreign student in the united states lingual dictionary english and his native
for secondary or higher education finds language to answer questions about
that an allaliail english desk dictionary is one words and usage but for pursuing courses
of his best friends actually he can hardly in american educational institutions this
survive in his academic training without habit should be broken as soon as possible
one he must be encouraged to switch to an all

back home the typical foreign student english dictionary As a rule the contexts
developed the habit of consulting a bi for presenting information about english

words in bilingual dictionaries are hope-
lessly inadequate furthermore the use ofCOVTEVTS

I1

a bilingual dictionary reinforces a long-
standing notion on the part of many stu-
dentsdictionary use in ESL coucoursesrsesarses that there is a one to one corre-
spondenceby kenneth croft 1page spondence between english words on thethe importance of identifying the tense one hand and words in the students

carrier in simple affirmative sentences native language on the other a
by yao shen page 3 completely false notionthe tolleson six school reading project a all students of english as a secondrevolutionary approach

language ESL know that a dictionaryby grace A blossom page 6
contains meanings of words and correctintensive and extensive reading
spellings and they consult it mostly forby vuki tangitauTangitau page 7 1 these few of thempurposes relativelyusing crossword puzzles in TESL
draw on the other useful information to beby kelly harris jr page 10

pronoun acrostic page 12 found there A unit of study based on

functions of BE in english dictionary usage at the beginning of a

by alice C pack page 14 reading andor composition course is well
worth the time and effort even thereading instruction for native and second

language students alphabetic principle in dictionary arrange-
mentbibv sidsidjensonJenson page 20 is not entirely clear to some
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students especially those from asian tionary consultation is greater than the
countries and the middle east americans

A study unit devoted to familiarizing
inasmuch as I1 have to look in a dictio-

naryESL students with the dictionary can be to check word divisions I1 can do noconducted best by means of a workbook on
less than insist that students dolikebolikedo like-
wise

mystudy skills with all members of the class some ESL students but not all byusing the same dictionary A good work-
book any means are so intent on keeping theirexplains what the dictionary right margins straight they divide wordscontains and how the contents are ar-
ranged at the end of the line too often and init also provides exercises for prac-
tice many cases incorrectly because of thein locating specific information

ESL students shaky commandaveragespelling pronunciation syllable division
of the language it is almost impossible for
him to internalize the rules for english
word division completely

dr kenneth croft is at present professor of
english and anthropology at california
state university san francisco he has been capitalization of proper nouns a lesser

problem can be dealt with by referring toactive in TESL programs and TESL
the dictionary too and this should be en-
couraged

teacher training for many years prior to his
appointment in california he was head of cou raged if for no other reason than ac-

curatematerials development at the american spelling the ESL teacher can per-
forminstitute a valuable service to the student bylanguage georgetown university

dr croft has published widely in the areas helping him develop the dictionary

0off structural linguistics linguistic habit
anthropology and english as a second
language his latest work is READINGS ON provided the ESL student does not
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE switch back and forth from one dictionary
FFORpor0 R TEACHERS AANDN D to another or switch around from one toTEACHER TRAINEES winthrop
publishers 1972 another he can usually learn the conven-

tions for marking pronunciation in a single
dictionary and make good use of them at

of least he can locate the syllable of a wordderivation meaning part speech
with the heaviest stress and by studyingusage synonyms and the like
the pronunciation key he can learn to rec-
ognize the various indicators of vowel andaneanin ESL studentgeneral an goes to the
consonant quality hohoweverwever inin quite svfor thedictionary same reasons as an

american student but the questions he few cases the dictionary symbols tend tc
confuse the student unless he has guidwants answered are usually less sophis-

ticated ance from a native speaker of english bethan those of the american
cause some of the sounds marked are nonoinolwhereas the american student may
in the students in hisdecide to look up inscrutable to see if the repertory non
fluent command of the he sub-
stitutes

ending is ibieible or able the ESL student is thelanguagelanguage
stitutes the nearest from hisequivalentmore likely to look up a word likeukeilkelikefittingnittingfitting to
native for soundsenglishlanguagesee if it contains one or two tss spelling

rulescules can be and are learned but LI1 hear a
moresoforeso than for spellingandspellingspellingandand pronunci-

ationfrequent comment that it is easier lookto ththee ESL student values the dic-
tionaryin the than remember the rulesdictionary of wordsfor the meanings given

also because he lacks in the lan-
guage

security using the same dictionary all the time isu
particularly in reading and writing

the ESL studestudentstits need for frequent die continued on page 8
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dictionary USAGE & ESLesi
continued from page 12 information about important persons and

places particularly in regard to the
the best practice but when this is not united states
feasible the student must be cautioned re-
peatedly

the ESL student makes occasional use
peatedly about the order of listing dif-
ferent

of the other dictionary references usage
meanings some dictionaries list levelslevaleveisieva formal colloquial slang etc et-

ymologiesthe earliest meanings first and the most labels for specialized fields
recent meaning last others list the most chemistry economics psychology etc
common current meaning first which is and editorial maitermattermatteimatter labletablelabietabless of weights
then traced back to earlier meanings and measures list of U S colleges and

synonyms and antonymsantonymyantonyms if they are universities etc words related to the one
familiar words provide good supple-
mentary

being defined however are given special
clues totheto the definitions stated attention in english thereistheresthere is a fairly com

the part7ofpartnofpart of speech label noun verb ad-
jective

plexpjexprex machinery for word derivation
jective etc helps to identify common among the major word classes by means of
occurrences and the usage examples in affixes nouns from verbs govern govern
phrases and sentences illustrate words in ment verbs from nouns beauty beauti
context these are all aids to under-
standing

fy adjectives fromfromnounsnouns dust dusty
the meanings of words and their nouns from aajectivesadjectivesectivesoctives ill4unessillnessill adjec-

tivescustomary use in sentences the ESL from verbs agree agreeable verbs
student grasps the utility of these aids from adjectives sharp sharpen adverbs
slowly at first but hepicksherickshe picks up speed with from adjectives and nouns clear clearly
repeated visits to the dictionary instantinstanhnstantlyinstantly As a native speaker of

besides the meanings of words in ordi-
nary

the language the american studenthasstudenstudentthashas
usage the ESL student consults the no difficulty with this kind of elaboration

dictionary to locate meanings of idioms but the ESL student makes frequent mis-
takestwo part verbs and slang that he encoun-

ters
in choosing the appropriate affix

in reading and in conversations with approvement for example instead of ap-
provalamericans for example he may want to

find the meaning of pull ones leg pass the the lack of adequate competence in lan-
guagebuck call off get by nitty gritty and skills puts the average foreign stu-
dentgoon these expressions are all familiar to at a disadvantage the dictionary

the american student but usually unfa-
miliar

does not solve all of his language prob-
lemstotd the ESL student similarly the but it serves him better than any

ESL student refers to the dictionary for other single reference tool he can own




